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SVG Green Party Leader
Ivan O’Neal BSc
(Hons.), MSc, MBA
The journey taken by SVG
over the last 19 plus years under the ULP regime - has
been nothing short of a
remarkable level of
incompetence and poor
leadership. There are so many
more and bigger challenges confronting
our people and country, because of the
acute vulnerabilities we are exposed to,
due to the high levels of poverty, crime
and unemployment.
SVG is in such as bad state that we face
exceptional circumstances, and so, need
different and better leadership if we are
to overcome. Since 2001, we have had
leadership that has lacked vision,
creativity, innovation and a willingness to
deviate from tourism, which is pulling
our country down.
Warrant Officer Ivan Bertie O’Neal
BSc (hons), MSc, MBA, Leader of SVG
Green Party, has shown that he has the
attributes and ability to lead SVG out of
the devastating economic and financial
mess created by the incompetent ULP
regime. In his early career, Warrant
Officer Ivan Bertie O’Neal BSc (hons),
MSc, MBA was exemplary in leadership
and had a highly successful 31-year
military career in the British Royal Air
Force.
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He was awarded many
medals, including medals
for honourable and
distinguished military
service, exemplary
conduct, high standards
and professional
expertise.
After a long and
successful military career,
Warrant Officer Ivan
Bertie O’Neal BSc (hons), MSc, MBA,
went on to gain a BSc (hons) degree in
Accounting and Finance and Economics
from Oxford Brookes University,
England, an MSc degree in macroeconomic policy and planning in
developing countries from University of
Bradford, England, and an MBA from
the University of Leicester, England.
Warrant Officer Ivan Bertie O’Neal
BSc (hons), MSc, MBA has shown that
he has the ability and is qualified to do
what the ULP regime has failed to do –
competently manage the SVG public
accounts and create a strong economy.
SVG needs a significant economic
transformation and a decisive leader with
a clear development agenda to do that.
Warrant Officer Ivan Bertie O’Neal BSc
(hons), MSc, MBA is the person needed
to take SVG forward. He is best suited to
bring prosperity to SVG. Warrant
Officer Ivan Bertie O’Neal BSc (hons),
MSc, MBA is a visionary who can take
the nation forward.
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He has spoken passionately many times
about the need for speed in government
decision-making and about the need to
improve skills of the youth to accelerate
economic growth. This can only be done
under a Green government that will
create a world-class education system and
build our own SVG science and
technology university.
Warrant Officer Ivan Bertie O’Neal
BSc (hons), MSc, MBA has highlighted,
time and again, the poor economy and
lack of new jobs under the ULP regime.

Well, Warrant Officer Ivan Bertie
O’Neal BSc (hons), MSc, MBA can
deliver that change.
Through sheer hard work and
dedication, Warrant Officer Ivan Bertie
O’Neal BSc (hons), MSc, MBA has had
success in his career. He offers SVG real
economic development and prosperity.
He can liberate the economy from the
incompetence of the ULP regime.
Since SVG independence, our leaders
have been too scared to take on rich
foreigners. Warrant Officer Ivan Bertie
O’Neal BSc (hons), MSc, MBA will make
them pay tax or deport them home if
they refuse.

Many businesses in SVG have
complained to Warrant Officer Ivan
Bertie O’Neal BSc (hons), MSc, MBA
about the weak economy affecting their
The economy is broken. Warrant
businesses. They know that Warrant
Officer Ivan Bertie O’Neal BSc (hons),
Officer Ivan Bertie O’Neal BSc (hons),
MSc, MBA can fix the economy. When
MSc, MBA is a progressive leader who
he fixes the economy, this will
has the ability to deliver
create jobs. This will enable
economic results. SVG needs
A Green
our people to climb out of
a buoyant economy in
government will
poverty and get on the
which businesses can get
boost the economy and superhighway of
sales and flourish.
bring thousands of new prosperity. The twenty
Warrant Officer Ivan
first century belongs to
jobs and prosperity to
Bertie O’Neal BSc (hons),
Vincentians,
but we need
all our people.
MSc, MBA is self-made,
change in order for you to be
strong, efficient, inspiring, and
able to reach out and grab it.
incorruptible. He is sincere, credible and
On election day, vote Green, vote for
a leader committed to raising his country
the telephone. Let us build a brighter
of birth out of destitution and despair.
future for our people and children
Warrant Officer Ivan Bertie O’Neal
together.
BSc (hons), MSc, MBA stands for good
May God bless you and may God bless
governance. He realises that many people
SVG.
want change.
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Thousands of new jobs

Say NO to the NDP

A Green economy is the only
solution to create mass
employment in SVG and give our
people jobs. Unemployment
stands unacceptably high at over
50%. For many people it is hard
to get a job, simply because there
are few jobs around.
A Green government will create
thousands of new jobs in new factories, in
A Green government will focus on new
renewable energy industries, in the
global industries such as agro-processing and
construction of our own university, in the
the education service industry. We can earn
operation of a deep sea fishing and fish
more money by charging foreign
processing industry, building prestudents to attend the SVG
schools, in a water exporting
university than we will ever get
By increasing
industry, and create vibrant
from tourism.
our exports and
small business and
With an SVG wind farm
manufacturing sectors and
reducing our imports,
industry,
renewable energy
other areas of the new Green
we will create growth in
could
provide
thousands of
economy.
the private sector and
jobs and electricity for all SVG
By increasing our exports
create thousands of homes. Household electricity
and reducing our imports, we
new jobs.
bills could be reduced to virtually
will create growth in the private
nothing. Areas such as North
sector and create thousands of new
Windward, North Leeward, Central
jobs. With a Green government, there will be
Leeward and South Leeward are prime areas
at least 5 new factories in SVG and we will set
for wind farm renewable energy production.
up the economy to nurture businesses. We
The ULP is killing the SVG economy with
will abolish VAT.
financial incompetence and their
focus on mass tourism, and when
the economy goes so will
thousands of government jobs.
Only the Green Party has the
ideas and financial and economic
competence to create a strong,
multi-sector economy. Only a
strong economy can keep
government jobs safe and create
thousands of new, long-term jobs.

Opposition leader Friday has suggested that,
if NDP get in to government, they would
allow Citizenship by Investment in SVG.
Citizenship by Investment is the granting of
citizenship status to individuals (and
immediate family members) if they make a
specified and quantifiable financial
investment in a country.
Citizenship by Investment is a brainless idea
and the type of thing someone would suggest
who has no proper economic strategy and no
idea about how to move our country forward
and create prosperity for our people. It would
be really bad and stupid to have Citizenship
by Investment in SVG.
To even suggest Citizenship by Investment,
shows that a person is weak in the head and
has too much air between the ears and not
enough grey matter. It shows that a person
has no idea how to create factories, industries
and thousands of new jobs.
To put forward the idea of Citizenship by
Investment suggests that one does not value
our Vincentian heritage and Vincentian
citizenship. It is a serious threat to our
country that someone would sell Vincentian
citizenship like selling a sack of sweet potato.
Citizenship by Investment is not
sustainable, because once you sell off the
country, nothing is left. We must protect and
preserve our country for our children and
grandchildren.
Citizenship by Investment opens our
country up to abuse. It is disgusting that
Friday would suggest this. What next, selling
off our children too? Clearly, Friday and the
NDP are not fit to lead the country as they
have no coherent and credible economic
policies.
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Granting Citizenship by Investment would
entitle thousands of rich foreigners the right
to live and work in SVG. They would buy
thousands of acres of our land, leaving
nothing for our children and grandchildren.
Beware of Friday’s and the NDP’s plan for
Citizenship by Investment in SVG. It is
dangerous for our people and country - very
dangerous!
Having Citizenship by Investment in SVG
could lead to countries such as the US, UK
and Canada imposing stricter visa
requirements on Vincentians to enter their
countries. This would hurt our people and
may make it harder for Vincentians to visit
family in these countries or go and work and
live in these countries.
A number of Vincentians have reacted with
disgust at Friday’s idea of selling our
citizenship and national identity. SVG Green
Party is deeply opposed to Citizenship by
Investment in SVG and concerned that SVG
would be besieged by even more white
foreigners not paying tax and custom duties
and taking our land.
Do not vote for Friday’s Citizenship by
Investment in SVG. It is very dangerous for
our people and country.
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There is widespread poverty
throughout SVG, nonetheless the
super-rich of Mustique and
Canouan still get customs duty
and tax exemptions. This is
disrespectful to the people of
SVG and an outrage that it is
allowed to happen. Yet, the NDP
regime is deafeningly silent on
taxing the super-rich of Mustique
and Canouan.
In an article published by the
media company Breadfruit News,
the NDP regime promised to
rebuild the Ottley Hall marina.
This announcement by Friday is
yet another example of daydreaming and financial
recklessness and why the NDP
regime cannot be trusted with
SVG’s public finances.
For those old enough to remember, Ottley
The fact that Friday plans to go back to this
Hall was a failed development project
failed project shows that the NDP
that began under the NDP regime.
regime lacks ideas and the
The idea was to establish a
innovation needed to create a
SVG needs to
marina, shipyard and other
strong and sustainable
facilities at Ottley Hall. It
move forward and it economy in SVG. SVG
turned out to be a financial
needs to move forward
is clear that we cannot and it is clear that we
fiasco and an illustration
of the NDP regime’s
cannot do this under
do this under Friday
financial incompetence
Friday and ludicrous, pieand ludicrous, pie-in- in-the-sky ideas.
and lack of due diligence.
Money was fraudulently
Let us not return to the
the-sky ideas.
siphoned off and the Ottley
dark days of a wasteful NDP
Hall funds ran out. The project
regime recklessly throwing away
was not completed and was a financial
millions of dollars of taxpayers’ money on
disaster, and the NDP Government was
useless projects. Ottley Hall is a stark
saddled with a crippling and unsustainable
reminder of corruption. It illustrates, too, the
debt of several million dollars. A court
financial incompetence of the NDP regime. It
judgment was obtained in England against
is foolish for Friday to try to restart the
the NDP Government as guarantor in respect Ottley Hall project and he should resign.
of the unpaid capital and interest and costs.
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White racism oppresses the black poor and powerless indigenous
people of SVG
White racism is
oppressing the
indigenous people of
SVG. What is the
point of having our
independence, if we
live in a country where
there is one rule for
the super-rich, white
foreigners and another
rule for the indigenous
people of SVG?
For decades,
successive white-led
NDP and ULP
The objective of white racism in SVG is to
governments have introduced and upheld
keep
the super-rich, white foreigners rich and
laws and policies that favour the super-rich,
keep
the black indigenous people poor. It is to
white foreigners in SVG and discriminates
keep
the super-rich, white foreigners living a
against the indigenous people of SVG. Our
life
of
wealth and luxury and keep the black
country's black majority has been controlled
people
cutting the white man’s grass,
by racist laws, propagating white wealth and
sweeping
the white man’s floor, cooking the
black poverty, white economic supremacy
white
man’s food and cleaning the
and black destitution.
white man’s toilet.
White racism is perpetuating
The NDP and ULP
The objective
poverty and destitution in
regime’s distasteful racist
our country. White racism
of white racism in
19th-century policies seek
is stopping the children of
SVG is to keep the super- to perpetuate the cycle of
SVG from getting a
indigenous disadvantage.
university education and
rich, white foreigners rich There is a huge disparity
escaping generational
in education, employment
and keep the black
poverty. White racism is
and particularly housing
having a long-term
indigenous people
outcomes in SVG between
negative impact on our
the super-rich white foreigners
poor.
country. Looking at how many
and indigenous people, due to
black youths do not finish school
persistent and blatant racial
and end up jail.
discrimination.
White racism is insipid, nasty, vile and
oppressive. White racism in SVG must end
now.
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Under white racism, indigenous people are
treated as inferior, have fewer rights, not
valued as much, endure economic genocide,
and suffer segregation and displacement. The
list of discrimination and wrongs is long.
Indigenous people are still treated as secondclass citizens, even though the colonial days
have ended.
In a majority black country, why is it that
the super-rich white foreigners live in
generational wealth and luxury and the
indigenous black people live in generational
poverty and destitution? It is because of the
white racism of the ULP and NDP regime
leaderships.
White racism has resulted in large swaths of
our lands being sold off cheaply to super-rich
white foreigners, whilst many poor black
people have to live jam up in small areas.
White racism has resulted in toxic legislation.
White racism has resulted in white enclaves,
designed to keep black people out unless they
are serving the white man.
White racism has resulted in poor black
people being pushed off their land, displaced
to make way for the super-rich white
foreigners.
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White racism has resulted
in black farmers being
moved from their farmed
land to make way for
hotels for the white man.
White racism has
resulted in a racist tax
system, that gives the
super-rich white
foreigners in Mustique
and Canouan hundreds of
millions of dollars of tax
and customs duty
exemptions. White racism
has resulted in a system
that allows the super-rich white foreigners to
buy the government of their choice.
White racism has resulted in the majority
black population being led by whites. White
racism is so pervasive that the indigenous
people are highly fearful of expressing any
form of dissent.
ccording to the Leader of SVG Green
Party, Warrant Officer Ivan Bertie O’Neal
BSc(hons) MSc, MBA, if we fail to destroy
white racism in SVG, then white racism will
destroy us and the lives of our children for
generations to come.
In SVG, we must promote, develop and
maintain a black race identity for people of
black ancestry. We need social, political and
economic empowerment of black
communities and people, and must resist the
abhorrence and hatred of white racism.
Why do we send our children to school, if
all they are allowed to achieve in life is be a
modern-day slave for the white man or spend
decades in jail? The potential of the black
youth must be realised and not sacrificed
under white racism.
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Cheaper water
In the SVG House of Assembly, on Tuesday
3 March 2015, the ULP Minister of Health
told the people of SVG, that the Ministry of
Health and the Environment intends to
phase out the use of public baths and
standpipes.
Poor people cannot afford to buy piped
water. According to CWSA statistics, during
the period of 2006 to 2010, the average
number of household water disconnections
per month was 360. Over this 5 year period,
this means that 21,600 households were
disconnected from the mains water supply. If
the average household is 3 or 4 persons, then
the amount of people cut off from the piped
water supply over this 5 year period was
between 64,800 and 86,400.
It would be a crime against humanity if the
ULP regime took away all the standpipes, as
they are used extensively by poor people to
get safe drinking water and sustain their life.
They cannot use river as this is polluted by
chemicals used in agriculture production.
Standpipes have been used in SVG for over
50 years.
It is utter economic madness to kill the
standpipes, because it will force thousands of
poor people to use unclean water and expose
them to the risk of illnesses, such as cholera.
Poor people are already suffering a lot as SVG
is going through its worst economic period
ever, with a very high level of unemployment
and crime. Punishing poor people, by killing
standpipes, to save the incompetent ULP
regime a few thousand dollars, is completely
stupid, given the fact that the ULP regime
granted the super-rich of Mustique and
Canouan blanket tax and customs duty
exemptions under the Mustique Act No 48 of
2002.

It is better to abolish this Act and collect
the hundreds of millions of dollars of tax
from the super-rich of Mustique and
Canouan.
A Green Government will increase the
number of standpipes to provide safe
drinking water for poor people.
A Green government would bring smart
meters to SVG which use the key charge
system. Households could then top up (as
people do with mobile phones) their water
meter key whenever they wanted, in amounts
that were affordable to them, from $1
upwards. This way, no household in SVG
would ever have their water cut off again.
A Green government would also cut the
price of water by 50% and abolish the water
meter rental charge. The reconnection charge
of $100 would be abolished too, because with
smart meters, it would be redundant.
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Cheaper food

With electricity produced by solar, wind,
hydro and geothermal processes, electricity
will be cheap. We will ensure that
Electricity has become too
every household has access to
expensive for many people,
mains electricity.
A
Green
under the incompetent
We will also abolish
ULP regime.
government will
the
Vinlec Act which
Households are being
abolish
the
fuel
surcharge
gives
Vinlec the
punished with a high
monopoly
to produce
fuel surcharge too.
and replace oil with
electricity,
so that
Children of the poor
renewable
energy,
making
Vincentians
can set
should not grow up
up
electricityin darkness. A Green
electricity much
producing companies.
government will
cheaper.
A
Green government
abolish the fuel surcharge
will
cut
the price of
and replace oil with
electricity
by
50%. The first
renewable energy, making
200
KWh
of
electricity
used each
electricity much cheaper.
month will be free.

Many poor children go
to bed hungry and
wake up hungry too.
This is sad and a gross
injustice. Over $200
million dollars of food
is imported in to SVG
every year. With so
much food being
imported, food is
becoming very
expensive. Many poor
families cannot feed themselves adequately.
An SVG Green Party government will create
Change is needed.
incentives for shops in SVG to stock
Buying food from our own
food grown locally by SVG
farmers will make food
farmers. This will make food
An SVG Green
cheaper and create a strong,
cheaper for everyone in SVG.
Party government will
Green rural economy.
A Green government will
create incentives for shops
SVG can only reduce
ensure cheaper fish for our
in SVG to stock food grown people too. A large part of
food prices by eating
what we grow and
locally by SVG farmers.
the brain is made up of
growing what we eat.
omega-3 fats, making these
This will make food
If food comes from
vital for healthy brain
cheaper for everyone
abroad, we will not be able to
function. In fact, 60% of the
in SVG.
control food prices and food
fats in the brain are omega-3 with
will become even more expensive.
DHA, a type of omega-3 fat found in
fish and the main type.
Studies have also
shown that omega-3 fats
such as EPA, found
naturally in fish, may
help improve the
reading skills and
attention span of
children, and improve
motor skills and general
co-ordination. Children
benefit from regularly
eating fish.
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Our own SVG university

Strong Green economy

The young people of SVG will be the future
of SVG and it is important that they are given
all the resources they need to reach their full
potential, so they can be great leaders and
problem solvers.
Young people in SVG need a university in
SVG, so that they can become university
graduates. In most western countries, 50% to
75% of young people graduate from
university. In SVG, only about 2% of
young people graduate from
university and this is a
Obtaining a
However, few Vincentian
shockingly low number.
children
can apply for these
university degree,
Young people in SVG
jobs, because we do not
need a university, so that
helps children of the poor have our own university
they can compete with
and only about 2% of our
break the generational
graduates from other
children are university
countries to get highlycycle of poverty and
graduates. A Green
paid jobs all over the
government
will build a
enables them to gain
world. In the UK, graduate
science and technology
jobs have a starting salary of
prosperity.
university, so that Vincentian
between roughly EC$80,000 and
children are qualified to obtain
EC$200,000 a year. For example, see
highly-paid jobs all over the world and
http://www.graduateschemes.co.uk/compani
are able lead a life of prosperity.
es/goldman-sachs/
Obtaining a
university degree,
helps children of
Abolish VAT
the poor break the
generational cycle
VAT is sucking the lifeblood out of poor households and killing
of poverty and
our economy. Money is not circulating around our country. VAT
enables them to
has decimated the rural economy and caused many businesses to
gain prosperity.
close down. VAT has caused thousands of job losses.
Having our own
university in SVG
A Green government will abolish VAT in order to resuscitate our
will enable our
economy and get money circulating once again around the country.
young people to
Over 90% of the revenue collected by the incompetent ULP
reach their full
government is from taxes and fines from the people. We will reduce
potential and
the tax burden on our people by building a strong economy.
achieve their
dreams.

Since 2001, our economy has
become weaker and
taxpayers’ money has
been wasted. The
ULP regime has
squandered over $4
billion dollars. We
will never create
prosperity for our
people if we
continue to beg
from other countries
like Gonsalves does.
Gonsalves is not a
university graduate in
finance. He has clearly shown
that when it comes to finance and
economics, he is feeling his way in the dark
and getting it wrong with his economic
incompetence.
Great steps in innovation, investment,
This has caused high unemployment, forced education, science and technology are
necessary to rebuild the SVG economy and
many businesses to close down and created
massive public debt. SVG’s economy is on the create thousands of new jobs.
verge of collapse.
In 2013, the United Kingdom’s
entire renewables sector already
SVG must go Green. We
employed 250,000 people
SVG must go
need a new engine for our
and was worth £33bn a
economy that is fit for the
Green. We need a new
year to the UK economy.
21st century. We have to
engine for our economy that is The global Green
become a country that
fit for the 21st century. We have market is projected to
produces ideas and
reach £4 trillion by
to become a country that
innovation that can
2015
as economies
solve problems facing
produces ideas and innovation
around the world invest
people the world over.
that can solve problems
in Green technologies. A
It has been said that the
facing people the world
Green government will help
rich countries of the future
SVG small businesses get a
over.
will be the ones that innovate
slice of this big Green pie.
most.
A strong Green economy will provide
SVG needs to develop a sustainable
long-term, jobs and give our people
economy comprised of greener industries and
prosperity.
enterprises.
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Free education
The NDP government and the highly useless
and grossly incompetent ULP government
have both been poor in the management of
Public Accounts. They have shown that they
do not have the skills and ability to move
SVG from mass poverty and deep destitution
into prosperity, by failing to adopt a strategy
of free, high-quality education from preschool to university.
Warrant Officer Ivan Bertie O’Neal, who
has a BSc (hons) degree in Accounting and
Finance and Economics from Oxford
Brookes University, England, an MSc degree
in Macro-Economics Policy and Planning in
Developing Countries from the University of
Bradford, England and a Master of Business
Administration from the University of
Leicester, England, is making a very strong
call for the education strategy of Singapore,
Sweden and Switzerland to be urgently
adopted in SVG.
Singapore, Sweden and Switzerland focus
on educating their people and provide free,
high-quality education from pre-school to
university for their children. We must also
provide free, high-quality education from preschool to our own SVG science and
technology university for every child in SVG.
That is the only way to stop generational
poverty and bring prosperity to the people of
SVG.
Warrant Officer Ivan Bertie O’Neal BSc
(Hons) MSc, MBA believes that we must
invest a billion dollar a year in education in
SVG from 2021 onwards. Free, high-quality
education from pre-school to university, for
all, regardless of the economic status of a
child’s family, is needed in SVG to lift our
people out of poverty.
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We have the resources to invest a billion
dollars a year in to high-quality education in
SVG, by taxing the super-rich of Mustique
and Canouan and setting up our own tuna
fishing and canning industry. This would
create billions of dollars of revenue.
According to the United Nations
Educational, Scientific and Cultural
Organisation (UNESCO), education is
crucial to poverty eradication. No country has
succeeded if it has not educated its people.
Not only is education important in reducing
poverty, it is also the path to wealth creation.
Education can lift a poor child out of poverty
for life.
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With a university degree, the opportunities
An Education For All (EFA) report shows
of employment are immense. SVG’s children
that education generates productivity gains
could get highly-paid jobs throughout the
that fuel economic growth. The EFA
world. Generational poverty can be
report shows that for every US$1
eliminated if a child gets a
spent on education, between
We must
university degree, as children of
US$10 and US$15 would be
provide free,
graduate parents are more likely
generated in economic growth.
high-quality
to become graduates
The education strategy of
education from
themselves.
Singapore,
Sweden and
pre-school to
Switzerland should urgently be
Research shows that university
university.
adopted in SVG. We must provide
graduates earn much more than
non-graduates. Jobseekers without a
free, high-quality education from predegree could earn up to EC$39,720 a year
school to our own SVG science and
less than their graduate peers entering the job
technology university for every child in SVG.
market, a UK report says – the equivalent of
That is the only way to stop generational
more than EC$1,655,000 over an average
poverty and bring prosperity to the people of
working life.
SVG
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New factories needed in SVG
Our country has a significant potential to
One of the priorities of a Green
export many more goods, but the economic
government is to build factories to create jobs,
incompetence and lack of vision of the ULP
boost the economy and help farmers and
regime, is dragging our economy down and
small businesses export their goods. As well as
pushing unemployment up.
a strategy of import substitution, we need to
change our economy so that it is exportThe ULP regime simply does not
oriented.
understand that the SVG economy
cannot grow unless we increase
A Green government will cut
Vision and
the number of products that
ties with Taiwan and then use
innovation is needed
are exported. Creating new
SVG’s deep-sea tuna fishing
products expands the
to boost the economy
licence to set up a jointeconomy, and in order to
venture,
tuna fishing
and create a thriving
create new products,
industry.
A factory will be
agro-processing
especially in light industries
built in SVG to process and
industry.
and agro-processing, we must
can this tuna fish so that it can
build factories.
be exported and also sold in shops
in SVG. This tuna fishing and canning
The economically incompetent ULP
industry will create thousands of jobs and
regime is focused on a policy of begging and
hundreds of millions of dollars in revenue for
borrowing and mass tourism. This is a waste
our country.
of time and does not bring long-term,
sustainable economic growth.
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It is imperative that factories are set up for
agro-processing. It makes no sense that SVG
exports peanuts, but imports peanut butter
and exports a variety of fruits, but imports
fruit juices. These types of economic
anomalies need to be sorted, to create jobs
and strengthen our economy. By exporting
‘value-added’ products such as fruit juices and
peanut butter, rather than primary products
such as peanuts and fruit, the economy will
grow faster.
Since 2011, over $200 million of food has
been imported in to SVG every year. This
$200 million a year, has been going in to the
pockets of farmers abroad and funding jobs
abroad. By setting up agro-processing
factories in SVG and making use of the fruit
and vegetables SVG farmers produce, this
$200 million a year can go in to the pockets
of SVG farmers, fund jobs in SVG and make
food cheaper for everyone in SVG.
Imported food is very expensive and many
poor families cannot afford to feed themselves
adequately.
SVG should be exporting products such as
organic tea, organic baby food, organic fruit
juices, organic honey, organic dried fruits,
organic vacuum-packed vegetables, organic
bottled coconut water, organic coffee, smoked
fish and numerous other products.

Many of the vegetables grown in SVG, such
as dasheen, have by-products that can be
exported too. Vision and innovation is
needed to boost the economy and create a
thriving agro-processing industry – a Green
government has the ability to do this. The
ULP regime has been a failure.
A Green government will also set up
factories for light manufacturing. Most of the
manufactured goods in SVG are imported. A
Green government will profile the economy
to assess which of the imported manufactured
goods could be made in SVG. For example,
most clothing in SVG is imported, but by
importing cloth and working with fashion
designers in SVG, our country could not only
have factories producing clothes, but
exporting clothes too.
By doing this type of economic adjustment
and innovation, a Green government can
bring the change that is needed in our
country to create thousands of new jobs,
reboot the economy and get money
circulating our country. Factories, import
substitution and an export-oriented economy
are necessary to reduce poverty, expand the
economy and create economic growth..
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Deep sea fishing industry
Fishing for tuna on our
deep-sea fish licence is a
billion dollar industry.
At the moment
Taiwan uses our fish
licence and makes
billions of dollars and
does not pay tax. The
ULP regime lets Taiwan
abuse Vincentians.
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A Green government will
end Taiwan’s abuse and
A Green
take back our licence
government will
and create a deep sea
end Taiwan’s abuse and fishing industry. This
will create hundreds of
take back our licence and new
jobs for our
people
and the billions
create a deep sea fishing
of dollars created will be
industry.
spent on Vincentians.
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Fish processing and fish canning industry
A Green government will create a fish
These new jobs are in ice-making plants,
processing and canning factory in SVG.
cold-storage services, boat-building yards,
This industry alone can create hundreds
workshops to make fishing nets and
of jobs for our people and bring
engine repair and maintenance
prosperity. As in Zanzibar, a
workshops.
a Green
Green government will
A Green government
provide credit facilities to
will create a tuna fishing
government will
help fisherman, and
and fish
provide credit to help industry
unemployed young
processing for export.
women and men, to
unemployed young
Fish will then be
engage in fishing.
affordable
for all
women and men, to
It is important to
families. A multi-billion
engage in fishing. dollar fish industry will
empower women to fight
play a pivotal part in
poverty and run their own
promoting good health, creating
businesses. In Zanzibar, a
hundreds of jobs and bringing
rejuvenated fishing and canning industry
prosperity for all in SVG.
has created hundreds of new jobs in
secondary local industries.
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Rejuvenate SVG’s
agriculture industry
Even before COVID-19, farmers were being
failed by the ULP regime. The ULP regime
has virtually killed the SVG economy. No
money is circulating the country and, like
most businesses, farmers are not getting many
sales.
For some farmers, when they come to
Kingstown on Fridays, they’d be lucky to
make 30 dollars profit from the goods they
sell. This is not enough to sustain their
household and pay the bills.
According to Warrant Officer Ivan O’Neal
BSc (hons), MSc, MBA, the ULP regime has
failed to find markets for farmers’ produce.
Many farmers have an excess of food and
cannot sell it all. Some farmers are not even at
full capacity. They could grow more food, but
they don’t because it would only go to waste
in the field due to lack of sales.
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Many farmers have given up growing food,
because they know that cannot get their
produce sold in big enough quantities. The
consequence of this is that over EC$200
million is spent on imported food every year.
This further escalates the problem of no
money circulating our country, as over
EC$200 million a year is leaving our country
in the food sector alone. This money should
be staying in SVG and going in to the pockets
of SVG farmers.
We need a stronger economy in SVG so
that more food is bought locally and
government should be finding sustainable
foreign markets that SVG farmers can be
exporting to on a regular weekly basis.
Even within the Caribbean region, there are
a number of countries that SVG farmers
could be exporting to, as these countries do
not have good enough agricultural land and
enough rainfall to produce enough food for
themselves.
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A Green government would bring back the
Marketing Corporation and focus on import
substitution. In SVG, we should eat what we
grow and grow what we eat. We should give
farmers guaranteed prices and find more
foreign markets for the produce,
that is in excess of the needs of
the people of SVG.
A Green government
would revive the
agriculture industry. SVG
should be doing organic
farming; building factories
to produce and export tea,
baby food and fruit juices;
reviving the coconut industry
and manufacturing products for
export; building a fish canning and
exporting industry; and exporting other agroproducts to the diaspora in Europe, Canada
and the USA. This would create thousands of
new jobs.

The ULP regime has recklessly destroyed
prime agricultural lands. Hundreds of acres of
prime agriculture land were lost to make way
for the Buccament Bay resort, Argyle airport
and the Belle Isle jail. Where has that got
us? Buccament is closed and the
Argyle airport runs at a
significant financial loss.
The ULP regime has
failed Vincentian farmers
and many farmers and
their families struggle to
survive. SVG needs a
change of government for
farmers and businesses to get
substantially better sales. The
ULP regime has obsessively
focused on tourism, whilst disregarding
the negative impact this has had on the
livelihoods of farmers and people in other
non-tourism business sectors.

In SVG,
we should eat
what we grow and
grow what we
eat.
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Free internet access
In 2014, there were 1.2 trillion
Google internet searches. The
internet is the gateway to knowledge
and ideas all over the world, and is
an extraordinary resource for
learning. It is important that there
is free wifi internet in SVG so that
everyone, especially young people and
children of the poor, have access to the
internet.
It is important to expose young people to
new ideas, new technology and the
innovation that is taking place all over the
world, so that they can learn and be
innovators themselves. Home computers and
internet access have become integral to the
way many teenagers study at home. Young
people can do research and their homework
easier with free wifi internet access.

A Green government will provide
free wifi internet access for everyone
in SVG. Research has shown that
children without home internet
‘lose out big time’ and that, on
average, their exam results are a
grade lower than their peers,
because they do not have internet
access at home.
The e-Learning Foundation says that
children without access to a computer and
the internet in the evening are being
increasingly disadvantaged in the classroom
and that the gap between rich and poor
pupils' performance would widen unless every
child can use a computer and the internet at
home. Young people living without internet
access miss out both educationally and
socially.

Sell fresh water
in tanker loads
Every day thousands of
gallons of fresh water
flow from our rivers
into the sea. This is
water going to waste
and literally money
going down the drain.
This fresh water could
be sold in bulk tanker
loads to countries
abroad needing water.
A bulk tanker water export industry
would create hundreds of new jobs and be
a multi-million dollar industry.
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This industry can help bring prosperity to
our people and bring down the price of
water in our country.
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Ban the sale of lands to foreigners
Vincentian land should be owned by
This land segregation is a social time-bomb
Vincentians, not foreigners. Paramount Chief that threatens to end in social unrest. Very
Joseph Chatoyer was slain by white men
soon, Vincentians will become second class
while trying to protect our lands. He must be
citizens in their own country.
turning in his grave now that this government
SVG has become like Australia. Our people
is selling lands to white, super-rich
are suffering apartheid and the loss of
foreigners.
our lands. Like the Aborigines,
Our lands should go to our
the indigenous people in SVG
The message
children and grandchildren.
are being trampled on and
should be loud and rich foreigners are taking over
Too much of our land –
hundreds of acres - has been
our country. We must not
clear: St. Vincent
sold by the ULP government
allow Australia’s history to be
and the Grenadines replicated in our beloved
to foreigners. Just look at
Bequia and Canouan for
country of SVG.
is not for sale!
example.
We must do like Cuba,
Our people are being pushed out
Thailand and others countries
of their own country, so we must ban the
around the world, and ban the sale of our
sale of land to foreigners. Where will our
land to foreigners, to protect and preserve our
children live if all the land is sold off? If
country for future generations of Vincentians.
foreigners want to put a business here, then
A Green government will ban the sale of
they can lease land.
land to foreigners and take back Mustique for
Rich foreigners usually get large plots of
our people who are the rightful owners. The
land and poor Vincentians are often confined
message should be loud and clear: St. Vincent
to overcrowded areas and forced to live in
and the Grenadines is not for sale!
poverty.
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Cut ties with Taiwan and make ties with Japan
The International Commission for the
Conservation of Atlantic Tunas (ICCAT)
says that fishing vessels should offload their
fish catch in the country of the flag the
fishing vessel is flying. Taiwan has been using
SVG’s deep-sea, tuna fishing licence and
SVG’s national flag for many years.
Taiwan fishing vessels in the Atlantic
Ocean, recognised as local fishing vessels from
SVG, should be offloading their catch in
SVG. Taiwan has made a fortune using
SVG’S tuna fishing licence, however Taiwan
does not offload its fish catch in SVG and
does not pay fish tax to the SVG Treasury.
Taiwan should pay SVG hundreds of
millions of dollars every year in
fish tax, but the ULP regime is
turning a blind eye to this big
source of revenue loss and tax
evasion. Taiwan is a major
obstacle to the development of
the SVG economy. Taiwan’s
presence in SVG perpetuates
poverty and high unemployment.
According to the Taipei Times, a Taiwan
national newspaper, Taiwan uses a new
jumbo class of fishing boats. Taiwan's new
boats can catch up to 20,000 tonnes of tuna a
year. In 2012, a bluefin tuna was sold for
three quarters of a million US dollars in
Tokyo. The bluefin tuna, prized for making
the finest sushi, fetched US$736,000
(EC$1,987,200) at Tsukiji fish market's first
auction of the year. The 269kg tuna was
US$2,737 (EC$7,389.90) per kilogram.
If we assume a Taiwanese boat, using SVG's
fish licence and flying SVG’s national flag,
catches only 5,000 tonnes of tuna a year, that
translates to 1 tonne = 1000kgs, therefore
5000 tonnes = 5,000,000kgs.
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Taiwan has about 40 boats using SVG's fish
licence and flying SVG’s national flag. In
total, these 40 boats catch 40 x 5,000,000kg =
200,000,000kgs of tuna.
Let's assume a price of only EC$400 a kg,
less than one tenth of what the record tuna
got in 2012.
At EC$400 a kg, each year it is
conservatively estimated that Taiwan earns
on SVG's fish licence 200,000,000kgs x
EC$400 = EC$80,000,000,000 - in other
words, 80 billion EC dollars each year.
The people of SVG get none of this money.
Instead we get the occasional donation of
a few scholarships or a few motor
cycles or an insulting cheque.
This is outrageous and immoral,
and while thousands people of
SVG suffer in poverty,
Gonsalves allows this to
happen.
It is unfair and discriminatory
that Taiwan gets away with not
paying hundreds of millions of dollars in
tax, while our children go hungry, while our
children live in households without mains
water and electricity and while our children
fail to get an education, because their family
cannot afford books, uniforms and fees.
An SVG Green Party government will end
this abuse of the Vincentian people by
Gonsalves and Taiwan. We will cut ties with
parasitic Taiwan and make ties with Japan.
A Green Party government will set up a
joint venture tuna fishing and canning
industry with Japan to bring in hundreds of
millions of dollars in fish tax to the SVG
Treasury and to create thousands of new jobs
in a billion-dollar tuna fish industry.
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End apartheid - Abolish the Mustique Company Act no 48
of 2002 and the Canouan Act
Apartheid is a plague in SVG and it must be
abolished now. All over SVG we can see the
damaging consequences of apartheid. The
apartheid protects the interests of Taiwan
and the white super-rich of Mustique and
Canouan by giving them blanket tax and
customs duty exemptions.
The Mustique Act No 48 of 2002
reinforces and bolsters the white enclave of
Mustique in a predominantly black country.
This Mustique Act is an insult by
the ULP regime imposed upon
the indigenous people of
SVG, in secret and
without their consent. It
is cruel, discriminatory
and grossly immoral.
The Mustique Act
No 48 of 2002 is
financially foolish. The
Act grants the white,
super-rich foreigners of
Mustique blanket tax and
customs duty exemptions.
This chokes of hundreds of
millions of dollars of revenue in tax and
customs duty from the SVG economy and
treasury. This is totally unacceptable and bad
for our economy.
The argument that Mustique is good for
employment is false. It is conservatively
estimated that for every $3 million in
employment that is created, about $100
million of revenue is lost, because the superrich of Mustique get blanket tax and customs
duty exemptions. Let us not forget that some
of the properties rented out on Mustique are
priced at over EC$135,000 per week. See
www.mustique-island.com.

The Mustique Act means that the white,
super-rich foreigners of Mustique can buy a
plane or yacht and pay no tax. They can
import anything they like and pay no tax, yet
Vincentians must pay tax when they turn on
the light and they must pay tax when they
turn on tap for water. It is blatantly
discriminatory and immoral and perpetuates
poverty and unemployment.
It is unfair and discriminatory that the
Mustique Act allows the white,
super-rich foreigners of
Mustique to get away with
not paying hundreds of
millions of dollars in tax
and customs duty,
while our children go
hungry, while our
children live in
households without
mains water and
electricity and while our
children fail to get an
education, because their
family cannot afford books,
uniforms and fees.
The Mustique Act creates a modern-day
apartheid system in SVG, favouring the
white, super-rich foreigners of Mustique over
the predominately black Vincentian people.
This new colonialism is bad for our country
and a Green government will abolish the
Mustique Act No 48 of 2002.
The Mustique Act promotes segregation.
The indigenous black workers are forced to
live apart from the white super-rich.
Segregation is not the way forward for our
country. Apartheid was overcome in South
Africa. It will not be tolerated in SVG.
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The white, super-rich foreigners of
Mustique give away a very, tiny fraction of the
money they should pay in tax and customs
duty by means of their charity bowl. The
charity bowl of the white, super-rich
foreigners of Mustique is disgustingly
patronising.
Maybe the white, super-rich foreigners of
Mustique think Vincentians are too stupid to
look after ourselves, so they must treat us like
idiots and hand out charity. The charity bowl
mentality shows that they like to look down
on Vincentians and think we are inferior.
Their patronising charity bowl behaviour is
an outdated mentality.

The ‘purchase’ of Mustique in 1958/1959 is
highly questionable. The people who
‘purchased’ Mustique in 1958/1959 sold it
internally on two occasions, trying to obscure
the mystery of the dubious ‘purchase’. This
does not legitimise the ‘purchase’ of
Mustique. Interestingly, the Mustique Act
No 48 of 2002 makes no reference of the
original, dubious ‘purchase’ of Mustique in
1958/1959. The Mustique Act No 48 of
2002 is based on the last internal purchase of
Mustique. It is grossly misleading.
A Green government will abolish the
Mustique Act No 48 of 2002; this will bring
the SVG Treasury hundreds of millions of
dollars of revenue.

Create a strong
business sector
Small businesses are the
answer to Gonsalves’
economic blunders and
are the beating heart of a
healthy, strong, growing
economy. Small
businesses are the main businesses which
can create prosperity and make our
economy strong.
A Green government will provide
incentives to help small businesses
compete, not just on a national level, but
on a global scale. A Green government will
help small businesses to move up the
supply chain to provide value-added,
innovative goods and services that can be
sold internationally.
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A Green government will help small
businesses to be well-placed to take
advantage of the massive business
opportunities presented by the global shift
to a Green, low-carbon, resource-efficient
economy. Small businesses looking to
develop new Green goods and services will
get help from a Green government to
reduce their carbon footprint. These
carbon-reducing changes will result in
resource and energy efficiencies, and
therefore reduced costs for small
businesses.
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Reduce crime
significantly
There is a whole generation
of young people who have
grown up or were born
under a Gonsalves
government (2001 – 2020).
This generation has seen
their life opportunities
diminished and many
grown up in poverty, low
income households and
under an appalling
education system.
The poor education
system offered by the ULP
regime, coupled with a
badly run economy, has led
to a vast number of young
people leaving school with little, or no,
education, and the prospect of long-term
unemployment and a life of destitution and
poverty.
The knock-on effect of 19 years of ULP
regime incompetence and poor governance
can be seen throughout our country and has
been catastrophic for our male youth,
especially.
In the newspapers and on tv, we hear of case
after case where male youths are being shot
dead. Under Gonsalves, the ULP regime has
created a conveyor belt where many male
youths leave school prematurely, embark on a
life of crime and then end up in jail or being
shot dead, all whilst they are still youths.
Rather than build a university and
educating our young people, the ULP regime
has focused on locking up our male youth.
The big ULP regime jail in North Leeward is
already crowded and it believed that 9 out of
10 males in the ULP regime jail cannot read.

NB: Data from 2017

A well-established research finding shows
that the better a person is educated, the less
chance there is that they enter into
criminality. However, the ULP regime has
starved our children of a world-class
education. Too many children are leaving
school before they finish primary school,
even, and getting no qualifications. The ULP
regime has starved our people of employment
also and too many children are forced to grow
up in low income and poor households.
These two factors alone, have contributed
significantly to the large increase in crime and
murders in SVG. These two factors have led
to young people’s lives been ruined or lost, as
many of our male youths are being shot dead
or wasting away in the ULP regime’s jail.
SVG needs a change of government to stop
the blood of our male youth running and to
halt the ULP regime’s conveyor belt from
primary school to criminality to the grave or
jail. This is no life for our youths.
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Warrant Officer Ivan Bertie O‘Neal BSc
A Green government would follow the
(hons), MSc, MBA believes that
outstanding example of Singapore
our young people deserve hope
and invest substantially in a
9 out of 10
and opportunity. They
world-class education system
males in the ULP
deserve a world-class
for our young people. It
education system, so that
would be free from Preregime jail cannot read.
they can have a life of
school to a Science and or
...the better a person is
employment and
Technology University.
educated, the less chance This strategy worked
prosperity, and not be
there is that they enter
forced into a life of poverty
brilliantly for young people
or criminality or an early
in Singapore and now
into criminality.
grave.
Singapore has a knowledgebased economy with
unemployment of less than 2%.

Reduce poverty significantly
There are no jobs around and so many
households have no income. Many
households are forced to suffer in poverty
and many poor children go to bed hungry.
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A Green government will eradicate
poverty by creating thousands of new jobs
and bringing mass employment to our
people. Mass employment will see all
households having an income and end
poverty in our country.
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Significantly
improve
health services
In the 2011 Budget
Estimates, expenditure for
health for 2011 was $13
million. The nation’s
health service is being
starved by Gonsalves, as
this is only roughly $110
per person. Our hospitals
and health centres lack facilities and
medicines.
Under the ULP regime people have been
forced to pay for ambulance transport and
had demands for cash before treatment. This
is immoral. People should be given medical
help based on their need and not on the size
of their wallet.
Under a Green government, health
treatment and medicine will be free to all
Vincentians. We will modernise our health
facilities so our people get world-class
treatment. A Green government will increase
the number of doctors in SVG too.

Gender equality
It is a fact that to even talk about
development, one must include gender.
Development needs women if any kind of
positive process of social change is going to
take place.
An SVG Green Party government will:
• make all statutory boards 50% women;
• encourage more women to occupy positions
in government and other elected leadership
positions in institutions and provide role
models for young women;
• break down gender barriers that women face
in trade and wealth creation and business;
• run programs addressing teenage pregnancy,
including sexual health and family
planning;
• focus on ending violence against women and
ending domestic violence;
• strengthen women’s groups.
SVG must focus also on helping young
males in the education system. More needs to
be done to bring them on a par with girls.
The present trend of so many young men
going to jail is causing a waste of young lives.
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Assisting elderly people

Young people

We need to recognise the importance of older
people and enable them to continue to be
productive members of society. They play a
significant role in SVG’s society and are
valued citizens with much to offer. We must
meet all their needs, especially health-related
ones.
An SVG Green Party government will:

The ULP regime has failed young people. Far
too many young people have been denied
access to good quality education. Far too
many young people, also, are leaving school
early without an education and ending up in
prison or living a life of crime.
The young people of our country deserve
better. They have so much potential to
achieve and a Green government will help
young people do just that – achieve!
A Green government will:

• assist elderly people to continue to live in
their own home when they are unable to
cope on their own;
• provide free electricity and water to elderly
households;
• ensure protection from loneliness,
malnutrition and chronic diseases;
• give exemption from departure tax, and
provide free health care and medicines;
• improve the standard of living and health of
elderly people by increased pensions and
poor relief;
• support families looking after elderly
relatives.
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• set up community training units so people
can gain skills or retake secondary school
exams in evening classes if necessary
• provide sustainable jobs and better quality
education (science and technology focused)
up to university level so SVG can compete
with other countries;
• build a university so youth can get a degree;
• assist and encourage young people to
operate their own small businesses and
become entrepreneurs and prosperous;
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• encourage young people to stay on longer in
education to become more highly qualified
and develop better skills;
• create a Minister for Youth Development.
Our young people are our tomorrow – so we
must invest in them today.

Make SVG sports
competitive at the
world level
In regional and international
competitions SVG underachieves. We should be winning
medals like other small nations do
at the Olympics and other sports
competitions.
A Green government will upgrade and
modernise sports and leisure facilities, to
encourage sports participation and enable our
sportspeople to win regional and
international events.

A Green government will also enable
greater numbers of people to learn from the
discipline and teamwork offered by sport, as
well as benefit from its therapeutic value.
At present many people are unable to enjoy
as much sport as they would like as most of
the sporting infrastructure is still localised in
the Kingstown area, and many rural
areas lack quality sports facilities.
An SVG Green Party
government will:
• provide more sports
equipment for people in areas
outside of Kingstown;
• put more resources into
sports and inter-schools
competitions;
• increase leisure facilities in parks;
• build a sports academy.
With increased facilities and support, SVG
will be in a position to revolutionise its
standing on the international sports scene.
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Build a Green society
A Green society is founded on principles
of equality and social equilibrium. We will
reduce the class divide and instil tolerance
and mutual respect.
We will promote and monitor human
rights, and protect, enforce and promote
equality throughout all sectors of our
society, regardless of age, disability, gender,
race, religion and belief.

New Ministry of Science
and Technology
According to retired British
Royal Air Force Engineer
Warrant Officer Ivan
Bertie O’Neal BSc
(hons), MSc, MBA,
Leader of SVG Green
Party, tourism has
never, and will never, be
engine of the SVG
economy. SVG loses more
money maintaining tourism
infrastructure, than is made by
tourists coming to SVG.
It is very foolish for our country to focus on
tourism, as it is low pay, low skilled and a nil
or very low rate of return on money invested
in tourism.
If we want prosperity and sustainable
economic growth in SVG, then we must stop
focusing on tourism and focus on science and
technology. We should replace the Ministry
of Tourism with a new Ministry of
Technology. Spending money on tourism in
SVG is like throwing money down the drain.
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Everyone must have an equal
opportunity to improve themselves as all
people have a valuable part to play in
society.
We will introduce laws to prevent
discrimination in employment and
education. A Green society will provide
many more opportunities for our young
people.

Ten of millions of dollars was wasted
building Bequia airport. It is now dilapidated
and costs more to maintain that it
makes. About one and a half
billion dollars was wasted on
Argyle airport. That is
rusting away and costs
more to maintain that it
makes. More money is
wasted paying airlines
to fly to SVG, than is
made from the people
coming on those planes.
Over the decades, SVG
governments have given Liat
tens of millions of dollars and
that has all been wasted as Liat is
bust. Tens of millions of dollars was wasted
building the cruise ship terminal. When
cruise ships come, the income from the
passengers is peanuts.
The common thing about all the billions of
dollars wasted on tourism infrastructure is
that they do not produce a net financial
benefit to the country. Poverty and
unemployment has been widespread in SVG
for decades.
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Technology and high-quality education are
It is important that there is free WiFi
the driving force of rich countries with strong internet in SVG, so that everyone, especially
economies. The young people of SVG are the
young people and children of the poor, have
future of SVG and it is important that
access to the internet. The ULP regime
they are given all the resources
has failed young people. After 19
If we want
they need to reach their full
years in office, all they have to
potential, so they can be great
offer young people is a jail or a
prosperity and
leaders and problem solvers.
life of unemployment.
sustainable economic
growth in SVG, then we
It is important to expose
Under a Green
young people to new ideas,
government
with a Ministry
must stop focusing on
new technology and the
of
technology,
young people
tourism and focus on
innovation that is taking
will
be
given
skills
training in
science and
place all over the world, so
science
and
technology
and
technology.
that they can learn and be
there will be a science and
innovators themselves.
technology university. This will
enable
young
people to become
Home computers and internet access have
entrepreneurs
and
technology innovators.
become integral to the way many teenagers
study at home. Young people can do research
Science and technology innovation is the
and their homework easier with free WiFi
foundation of richer countries’ economic
internet access.
success. Just look at the economies of richer
countries. The more innovation we have in
The internet is the gateway to knowledge
SVG, the richer our country and people will
and ideas and is an extraordinary resource for
become.
learning.

A happier SVG
Costa Rica has the
highest levels of
reported life
satisfaction and the
highest happy life
years. The latest
version of the Happy
Planet Index
compiled by the New Economics
Foundation, placed Costa Rica on top of
the world.
It makes an explicit link between
happiness and the environment. Greenness
permeates both public policy and the
private lives of Costa Ricans.

A Green government will put Green at
the heart of policy-making to provide
create thousands of new jobs and longterm security in our beloved country. A
Green society will replace despair with
hope, poverty with prosperity, and fear
with happiness.

Vote Green - www.svggreenparty.org - Vote for the telephone
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Vote
Green
for a strong economy
& competent leadership

Our country is in crisis: SVG has a high
teenage pregnancy rate, the third highest
rate of rape per capita in the world, high
unemployment, high crime, too many
taxes, too many children leaving school
uneducated, high public debt, thousands
of households in poverty, thousands of
households without mains water and
electricity and nationwide dismay and
despair.
The country is mash up and we need
change. It is time to choose a new path so
our people can have a brighter future. On
election day, vote Green. Vote for the
telephone. Vote for a brighter future.
May God bless you and may God
bless our country.

Vote Green
Vote for the Telephone

St. Vincent & the Grenadines Green Party
P.O. Box 1707, St. Vincent, West Indies
Tel: 1 784 4556156
svggreenparty@yahoo.com
twitter.com/svggreenparty
youtube.com/user/svggreenparty
facebook.com/SVG-Green-Party154937087877631/

www.svggreenparty.org

